Identified for the first time since antiquity – the sources and meanings of 50 ancient
Egyptian symbols, including Seth, the Eye of Horus, 10 major crowns, and the symbolic
foundations of Osirian mythology, backbone of ancient Egyptian religion.
“Remarkable discoveries that, once seen, are completely obvious. A revelatory work.”
Andrew Weil, MD • professor, author, 10 M books sold • founder, Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine •

“This truly remarkable publication challenges the world of Egyptology to reassess long-held and
clearly incorrect theories about the origin and meaning of so many symbols and representational
forms which are fundamental to our understanding of ancient Egypt.”
Carol Andrews, BA, PADipEg • Egyptologist • author: Amulets of Ancient Egypt, British Museum, 1994 • 		
			

formerly Department of Egyptian Antiquities, British Museum, 27 years •

James P. Allen, PhD • Egyptologist, author, professor • President, International Association of Egyptologists •
			

• formerly: Metropolitan Museum, 16 years • now: Wilbour Chair, Brown University •

“This is a very fine book...beautiful and instructive...I recommend it wholeheartedly.”
Herman te Velde, PhD • Egyptologist, professor, author • Groningen Univerity • Seth, God of Confusion, 1967 •

“A momentous work of art and deep reservoir of revealed knowledge…seeing what everyone else
has seen, but thinking what no one else has thought.”
Martine Rothblatt, PhD, JD, MBA • entrepreneur • founder Sirius Radio • founder/CEO United Therapeutics •

“Original, inspiring and innovatory contribution to the study of Ancient Egyptian Symbols.”
Hans Schneider, PhD • Egyptologist, author • Director, Rijksmuseum, 10 years • Deputy Director, Anglo-Dutch
			

excavations, Sakkara, Egypt, 20 years • major work on funerary figures (ushabtis) •

50 NEW DISCOVERIES

“Innovative and thought-provoking, with some important contributions to Egyptology.”
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“I am glad to find in you [Meader] another partisan of the equation Seth = death.”
Historians’ Prize • Ph.D. (honoris causa), Hebrew University, Jerusalem •

“Brilliant discoveries...easily understood illustrations…a beautiful, groundbreaking book.”
Didier Wormser • Egyptologist • L’étoile d’Ishtar, Paris • Ecole du Louvre • Egyptian antiquities •

“I recommend him [Meader] as being honest, forthright, and of sound mind.”
Bob Dylan • (note to George Harrison, 1968) •
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Jan Assmann, PhD • Egyptologist, professor, author of 20 books • Max Planck Award for Research • German
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